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5 3 ~ n :  A Reliable Early Solar System Chronometer?: The discovery of clear evidence for in situ 5 3 ~ n - d e c a ~  
(Ti12 = 3.7 Ma) in the Eagle Station pallasite by Birck & Allegre [ l ]  opened an important new chapter in early 
solar system chronology. Subsequent studies of other magmatically differentiated meteorites, the LEW 86010 
angrite [21, the Springwater pallasite, and several iron meteorites [3] have confirmed this discove and it now 
cannot be doubted that 53Mn was present in the early solar system with an ab initio abundance, zhn/55Mn > 
10-5. Studies of the Mn-Cr systematics of CAI's [ l ,  41 and chondrites [5], however, have revealed initial-state 
isotopic heterogeneities in Cr which significantly complicate the use of the 5 3 ~ n - 5 3 0  decay for dating these 
"primitive" objects. Chronology is a critical issue for understanding the origin of the solar system because it is 
an interpretive key towards synthesizing the great mass of existing descriptive information into a coherent and 
reliable physical story. The need for interpretive insight is acute bccause any honest appraisal of the present state 
of knowledge would probably allow that, despite significant advances, very little is known with certainty about 
the solar system's early history, and in particular about the relations between large-scale processes in the nebula 
and the chemical, mineralogical and isotopic diversity observed in primitive meteorites (and planetary reservoirs). 
Many of the most basic questions remain essentially unanswered and any attempt to answer them would be futile 
without an accurate and reliable time scale. One of the more significant challenges in meteoritics therefore has 
been the development of accurate fine-scale early solar system chronometers. As some of the time scales of 
interest are expected to be as short as a few Ma, this quest has presented a considerable analytical challenge. The 
long-investigated 1291-129Xe systematics are now thought to provide unreliable chronological information when 
applied to chondrites, due to subtle resetting effects and/or ab initio 1291/1271 heterogeneity [6]. The 26Al-26Mg 
systematics of CAI's and refractory grains strongly indicate ab irlitio 26A1/27Al heterogeneit [7 , and are too 7 4 short-lived for investigations of timescales >-5 Ma. The longer-lived 107~d-107Ag [8], 9 - ~ b -  2Zr [9], and 
182~f-182W [lo] systematics may prove useful for specific problems (especially in core formation and iron 
meteorite dating), but are relatively limited at present in their range of potential application. Impressive strides 
in very high precision U-Pb dating have been made recently by Manhes and Gopel for Allende CAI's [ l l ]  and 
chondritic phosphates [12], and also by Lugmair and Galer [13 for the LEW 86010 angrite. These authors d obtained age precisions of less than f 1 Ma based upon 207Pb120 Pb. The U-Pb method, however, is subject to 
analytical limitations which at present do not allow application to numerous samples of interest. 

In principle, 53Mn ought to provide a powerfully versatile early solar system chronometer because Mn and Cr 
are: (i) major elements; (ii) relatively refractory; (iii) not subject to the ubiquitous contamination problems which 
plague low-level Pb isotope studies of meteorites, and (iv) fractionated with respect to each other in  a variety of 
early solar system processes. In practice, however, the utility of the chronometer may be limited to samples for 
which initial state Mn and Cr isotopic homogeneity is reasonably assured (e. , achondrites and irons). The 
isotopic heterogeneity problem is critical for Cr because a 0.1% bias in ! k r / 5 2 ~ r  may hugely affect 
chronology, whereas a +lo% variation in initial 53Mn/55Mn at any given time amounts to only a small (f0.6 
Ma) bias in age. Investigations of chondrites [5, 14, 151 have revealed extreme microscale heterogeneities in 
5% which imply the likelihood of associated gross initial state heterogeneities in the remainin stable isotope 4 abundances, all of which are employed in chronometric measurements (53Cr/52Cr with OCr/52Cr for 
normalization). Related problems are the Mn/Cr ratio and Cr isotopic composition of the bulk solar system 
(CHUR parameters) and the ab initio 5 3 ~ n / 5 5 ~ n  ratio. Birck and Allegre [1,4] inferred 5 3 ~ n / 5 5 ~ n  = 
(4.4f 1.0) x 10-5 from a Es3cr - Mn/Cr correlation observed in a suite of Allende CAI's. But these samples were 
heterogenous in E 5 4 ~ ,  , and non-radiogenic E54cr - E53cr covariations have been observed in  chondrite 
components [14, 151. Lee [16], pointed out that the CAI correlation also did not pass through the CHUR point, 
(as expected for a single stage of Mn/Cr fractionation), and that the correlation might alternatively be interpreted 
as a mixing line between sources with different 53Cr/52Cr (rather than as wholly a result of it1 situ 53Mn decay). 
Lee assumed that the isotopic composition of terrestrial Cr was representative of the bulk solar system (BSS = 
CHUR). This assumption is not necessarily correct bccause the bulk silicate earth and the bulk silicate moon 
have been inferred to have Mn/Cr < Orgueil (conceivably due to core formation [20, 171 and/or volatile depletion 
in the earth's nebular reservoir [18]). It is possible that Mn/Cr for Orgueil is higher than BSS. However, 
Mn/Cr inferred for bulk silicate Mars [19] and the EPB [20] are consistent with Orgueil. Direct observational 
constraints on MdCr in the solar photosphere are weak due to uncertainties in  input physics and non-LTE effects 
(N. Grevesse, pers. conzm.) and the best estimate by default remains bulk Orgueil (55~n/52Cr  = 0.85 [21]). 
Better photospheric abundance constraints are needed bccause the bulk Orgueil Mn/Cr ratio is more than twice 
that inferred by Birck & Allegre [ I ]  for isotopic evolution connecting their (initial E s j ~ , ,  53Mn/55Mn) data for 
their Allende CAI correlation and internal systematics for Indllrch and the Eagle Station pallasite (At - 20 Ma). 

Bulk Orgueil Composirion: High precision measurements of the Cr isotopic composition of a large (0.7 g) 
sample of "bulk" Orgueil (BO) were made in order to better define the CHUR composition based upon the 
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assumption BO = CHUR. While these measurements do not directly address the question of whether or not the 
Mn/Cr ratio of BO is in fact representative of BSS, they do show that the normalized 53Cr/52Cr ratio is very 
close to that of the terrestrial standard: E 5 3 c r  = 4.19f0.20. However, there is a well-resolved difference in the 
normalized 5 a ~ r / 5 2 ~ r  ratio: E 5 4 c r  = +1.8kO.4, demonstrating isotopic reservoir heterogeneity similar to that 
observed in 160 [22] and 5Qi [23]. The Orgueil datum does not overlap the Allende CAI correlation line (Fig.). 

Systematics of the bulk C-Chondrite MnlCr fractionation trend: Measurements of bulk Murchison and bulk 
Allende Cr were also made. (The Allende sample was from a large aliquot of the Smithsonian reference powder 
[24]; the Murchison sample was prepared in house.) The reason for choosing these meteorites is that Mn/Cr 
decreases with increasing grade in bulk carbonaceous chondrites: C1 (Org.) > C2 (Mu.) > C3 (All.), (Fig.). 
Palrne [25] attributes this trend to nebular differentiation (volatility-controlled Mn loss from hot regions) and has 
Cr ISOTOPIC DATA presented arguments against the competing hypothesis that the fractionation was 
Sample E5 E post-accretional. If Palme's thesis is correct, then high-precision & s 3 c r  measure- 
A l l e n d e ( j j M f : C r  = o?; ments should be able to constrain the 53Mn155Mn ratio of the solar system at the 
1.  -0.2fo.4 +0.5+0.8 time of nebular differentiation and thereby provide an independent check on the 
2. -0.lf0.4 +0.2*0.8 (4.451.0) x 10-5 value inferred from the Allende CAI correlation [l, 41. Data for 
3. -0.lf0.4 +0.5f0.8 E53cr  are plotted in the Figure, where Mn/Cr ratios are taken from the literature [24]. 
4. +rj.lf0.4 +1.2*o.g It is clear that the Murchison and Orgueil data do not lie along the CAI correlation 
z: -0.09fi.20;+0.06fi.40 line and therefore are not consistent in any simple way with in situ decay of 5 3 ~ n  at 
M u r c ~ i s o n ( ~ 5 ~ , , @ c ,  = 0.64) an initial value of (4.4f1.0) x 10-5. The ~ 5 4 ~ ~  data also reveal initial Cr isotopic 

+0.5*~.4 +1.2+0.8 heterogeneity between the samples. As this demonstrates that the assumption of 
2 .  +0.3f0.4 +2.3+0.8 homogenous initial 53Cr/52Cr is not justified, no secure interpretation can be made 
3. +0.2* 0.4 +1 .2f 0.8 concerning initial 5 3 ~ n l 5 5 ~ n  at the time of the MnlCr fractionation. However, if 
4 .  +0.4+0.4 +1.9+0.8 we ss me that 53Cr/52Cr and 50Cr/52Cr were initially homogenous, then our data 
z: +0~37fl.I0,.+1.7fl.4 i m p w M n / 5 5 M n  < -2 x 10-5 at the time of fractionation. This and the 
O r g u e i l  ( 5 5 ~ n 1 5 2 ~ r  = 0.85) observation that the Allende CAI correlation passes above the Orgueil point suggests 

+0.4f0.4 +2.7f 0.8 either: (i) gross ab initio 53~n/55Mn heterogeneity between the CAI reservoir(s) 
2 .  0.0K).4 +1.9f0.8 and the bulk Orgueil reservoir; or (ii) evolution of the CAI reservoir(s) at MdCr > 

+0.2f0.4 +O 9f BO prior to the C-chondrite Mn/Cr fractionation; or (iiia) CHUR 55Mn/52cr - 0.4; 
4 .  +O. lf0.4 +1:6+0:8 and (iiib) the C-chondrite Mn/Cr fractionation took place more than -4 Ma after CAI 
=: +0.19f0.20;+1 .8M.4 formation. Further studies will be required to resolve these possibilities. 
L a f a y e t t e  ( = M a r s )  

Planetary Reservoirs and the Moon: Additional measurements of the Cr isotopic 

1.  +0.3* 0.4 +0.2+0.8 composition of Lafayette (a 1.3 Ga [26] Nakhlite from Mars) and a 3.2 Ga Apollo 15 
mare basalt (15555) were made to look for differences relative to the terrestrial 2 '  +0'2*0'4 +0'2f0'8 standard. High precision E 5 3 c r  data can be employed to constrain the timing of the 3 '  +0'1rt0'4 -0'2f0'8 terrestrial-lunar Mn/Cr fractionation relative to BO, and E 5 4 c r  can be used to 4. -0.1f0.4 -0.2f0.8 constrain origin-of-the-moon models. No well-resolved differences were observed. 

': +0'13fi'20; 0.00fi'40 Run Conditions: Cr was separated by ion exchange chromatography in chloride 
15555 (Lumr Mare bma't) media. Duplicate 400 ng Cr loadings (Si-gel + Boric acid) of each sample were run 

+0.1f0.4 +0.6*0.8 twice at maximum intensity (52Cr - 6-9 x 10-11 A) with static multicollection. 
2. +0.6*0.4 +1.0f0.8 Runs were 16 blocks of 10 ratios with ain factors measured four times during each 
3 .  +0.1m.4 +1.0f0.8 run. Isobaric interferences from 5Qi, 4 V  and 54Fe were monitored before and after 
4 .  +0.3*0.4 +0.6f0.8 each run at masses 48, 51 and 56 respectively on a Faraday detector to 1 x 10-15 A. 
5 .  +0.4*0.4 -0.1f0.8 No corrections to E 5 3 c r  were necessary. The external reproducibility (20 ) of this 
6 .  -0.3*0.4 -0.1*0.8 technique determined from standards was k0.40E for a single run, and k0.20Efor 20,, 
z'+0.20fi.21 ;+0.43fi.40 of the quadruplicate analyses for E53cr  (and x 2 for Es~c,) .  
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